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October 29th, 2022
.
Good Saturday Morning, 
May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our 
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.
Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us! 
.
.
.
Index Number 1696:
.
.
.
.
In this morning's prayers and meditations I spent some time gauging 
the impact of yesterdays post ..
.
(see Postscript [PS.] for URLs, And I do absolutely recommend it, and I 
added an image or two to the SubStack version which I thought 
would be good – although a placement of one was not perfect given 
Associations that some 'people' might make, but .. time for them to 
stop being a knee-jerk cnt-retard – it is a form of 'PeaopleKind!' crap 
or the #NotAll that I hope we no longer need.)
.
I see one of the video's I have included was a send the man questions 
and he answers them kind, and I watched enough to realize that 
some men would likely benefit from some of the advice but women 
would definitely be interested, most, if they have the time.
.
Why? No only to hear a man's perspective on things likely that will be 
connected to the male-female dichotomy related to social aspects 
that she can apply – or at least become aware of. 
.
And so I decided to 'give advice' – the worst kind of Vice, as one 
creator often says as he gives his form of advice, perspective .. and in 
that sense I put this out – as with most of my writing. 
.
In general this is kind of interest women have is very much connected 
to human sexuality. Lovers, Marriage, Status, .., to long term and end-
of-life aspects (on his deathbed will I be there beside him with a huge 
loving family thanking God that He Blessed her with you? 
.
.. This is likely not a surprise to most women – often the very young 
have not thought it through in those terms – it is 'Hind-Brain' and 
much is offloaded to those women who act as mentors – older 
women with experience indicating it you are worth the trouble and 
they take cues from the men and boys (when younger) that you are 
connected too and interacting with, how they 'See' you and interact 
with you.
.
To quantify this would likely be books worth of details, and it all 
comes with caviotes and exceptions. Older women might Know that a 
man might be the best but for a Cross he is working with .. was given 
– upbringing problems that had things been different definitely been 
(and likely will be once resolved to some degree) a good man to raise 
a family with.
.
Feminism – for example. The Huge Western Wide [excuse me] 'Shit 
Test' for not only individuals but society over-all. 
.
And of course the management of those Crosses.
.
The Perspective is Long-Term, Multiverse Timelessness kind of 
aspects.
.
A quick example .. the Advice Man I mentioned – there are women 
who might decide that after SunDown and the 1000 Years Start that is 
connected with each Day-of-Bread, when he (and she) is going 
through what they will need to for acts of Contrition and Justice for 
Debts and Sins that hurt each other that can be manages in the Years 
(of Days-of-Bread) before Jesus Comes [at Solar Midnight by this Day-
of-Bread time-frame] for the Judgment of that Version of our soul .. 
should she court him during that time.
.
At some level this kind of considerations are done, and few women 
have this Holy connected Perspective – at least that is Blocked from 
them, this version, but plays a roll. 
.
What Shines here is the Crosses that Cripple or Deform them – to 
Gauge beyond that as those will be Removed at some point. They will 
often have to Show God they are willing to work for it .. a crippled 
knee – as I recall from a this period in one Pass through and am 
Allowed to remember  - you have to actually go through with Physical 
Therapy effort. 
.
And when I asked the her – the Theorist (A Virginal version of Mary-
to-Be as all women are working towards) Will not God just Fix it? And 
she laughed at me – as if I was clearly not Worthy of that level of 
Grace .. yet. I forget what she said in dismal but I started to work on 
the knee and after a while I woke-up and it was healed, and by then I 
was not Surprised.
.
As a healthy young boy's perspective should always be - What can I 
do now that will make me be a Better man, and Want to Be. For the 
Joy of being Pleasing to God – of course – and Church, Man, Nation, 
Self-Neighbors, Creation, and any-all the Holy indicate is Pleasing.
.
As a Man we must be Directed to Being a perspective Better King .. 
and when you apply that as your Goal, all women of ability and sense 
will wonder – do I want to be his (hHis, His) Queen?
.
.
I mentioned running into a Princess with hHer 'Lady in Waiting' and 
hHer MechWarrier Chaperon Bodyguard [form a Higher Jacob's 
Ladder Level], in Post, October 9th, 2022, Sunday Morning, 'Index 
Number 1675:', ..
-- --
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1675]
Archived: https://archive.ph/hxs1D
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/xo11ugm3dtafqxe
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201675%20%2C
%20October%209th%2C%202022%2C%20Sunday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0273vJKRezzuv9pmoBDbcpLxsJ3SDCX8AZsEwu3ztJ8jQp7aqd
6VeVMr3RouGf4YKul [Facebook’s disOrdering URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked]
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ DropBox: https://www.dropbox. com/s/59bb5op89ukx2k8
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
675%20%2C%20October%209th%2C%202022
%2C%20Sunday%20Morning.pdf]
-- --
.
.
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.. and which is a good example. As written was part of an exchange 
that allowed me to See myself through hHer Ladies eyes ..
.
.. and sShe [the Princess] Sees this view also, part of Communion – at 
hHer level it is pretty Deep, but it is Direct and Trusted  .. think of the 
biblical parable of the Wicked Servant who 'Knows them better' that 
confuses so many, of the failure of many of our Elite rulers being Used 
by Satan – they can not understand why $100 piece of meat might 
get them THEM some goal but also is Just grounds for they killing 
and everyone who Let them have power and to be so functionally-evil 
.. as their subjects that have power over – many understand they are 
twisted by lies to have such Goals, but are okay with the sickening 
death of us – not only needless but clearly a goal of death and horror 
– yet those Elites may actually believe all the lies and feel this is a 
Good action, 'if tough' sure some will die like the 500,000 Iraq dead 
children in pre-war Sanctions - or all the deaths to exposure and 
freezing we about to go through – 'but it was worth it!' based on the 
Brain-F-ing they are deep into from crib, often Wrapped in the Sin of 
Pride and Exceptionalism that comes and seems justified in there 
Class situation. 
.
So one of the things that was Conveyed is that I am Stubborn, that I 
Can Please God as I showed at Lent, but Choose not too, and 
Knowingly will go through some extra Purgatory or other Ordeal – in 
part perhaps because of my attitude, but the Proper Perspective – in a 
Good Light – is that I Will PushBack to God, and for much of it is 
related to the State of Contrived Ignorance that is part of this Jacob's 
Ladder Level, but not all.
.
.. and that Feedback was very valuable to me. Because unless I deal 
with it, something more unpleasant will likely follow besides the slow 
numbing and loose of Anchor, and not to dwell overly – I am 
Bargaining with God .. saying 'Make me want to Feel sensorly!'  But of 
course my demand goes against my Purpose that I am now working 
on, a Holy Purpose, and giving me a Lover–Wife and perhaps Mother-
to-children or something similar would be in balance worse then the 
Loss of Value and Effectiveness, and I absolutely Agree. It would be 
hard not to fall into some of the issues that Sexual relations bring, 
and yet really that and the only other option towards encouragement 
would indulge the Sin of intemperance and imprudence – which I 
need to deal with anyway. It's complicated, and in it God is Right and I 
am Wrong, and I understand.
.
Which brings me to an aspect of yesterdays post topic about my 
Great[..]mothers soul weakness that we see expressed in self and 
society. Let me call is Entitlement – that somehow we are Due in 
Justice something more then we are getting. I am doing, or did, or 
planing to do, .. something and expect something in return. In my 
case I want that Cross removed related to eating and so I can go back 
to my Sin(s), and are they only a small price for my Service. That kind 
of thing.
.
Like bringing an offering to the King that I think is of Value to Him 
and then walking into the corner of the Court and pissing on the wall. 
Not only can I not Know the Value, but I may be Directed to that Task 
NOT for anything about the Task and results – except that I get to a 
point of Joyful Obedience and Pleasure in being Given a Task by God 
and a chance to Serve, and definitely to learn this and not Piss-on-
Wall in my ignorance. 
.
.. our society and upbringing is so warped that Right Just Ordered 
Thinking and Graciousness towards Benefactors, as well as the 
concept – very contemptible – that we have any idea of things we can 
not know nor should we be expected too – an Offense assume as well 
as to Expect and a Blessing to be Given, and more significantly – a 
Goal to Become able to Parallel such to Serve Better .. able to not only 
do a task but Hansomly and Beyond even expected by Others and 
Boasting to them of That ability .. well, Pride is useful as a motivator 
(and so Piss-on-Wall again.)
.
The Extra Credit. Doing Extra Credit while leaving other things undone 
and unworked-on. Yes, Another Sin.
.
.
Anyway. Being in-Contact with our more Holy versions is humbling 
and a pain in the ass because – in part – You See how Flaud and 
Incompetent you really are. Imagine being surrounded by such that 
can See you like that .. and imagine them being Truly caring and 
Loving and wanting to Help and Serve, and you will have a good idea 
of what you can expect If you behave and Follow God's Laws and 
Goals for you and help others and such.
.
A Healthy women is like that – and you should look for. Impress her 
by being your True Self as God Knows versions of us – Able to Serve 
& Rule yourself, her, family, State, World, Multiverse. A King of your 
soul and Being – a King Better then every older version of you, 
Worthy to Sit a head of That Round Table.
.
What makes this complicated is the anti-Rationality, unTruth, disOrder, 
and inJustice – but consider it as we should in all things – A Blessing 
from God, a Stepping Stone to our and other's Salvation and 
Opportunities to Better Know, Love, Serve God[, Church, ..] through 
Service, Sacrifice, and Stewardship.
.
.
Understanding women is – in a small part – understanding yourself. 
Not even women have this wider perspective. 
.
Being a Man, a version of Adam – Within you is Every women you 
interact with, and once you learn – you can consider them all or any 
particular one - where she is so limited to the relative tiny (but 
Infinite) versions of her and some of her mother's and some of her 
father's mother.
.
So the question is – how well do you know yourself and God, and 
have those Skills and Clear Thinking abilities? .. may I offer you a 
Model of Reality that is helpful?
.
.
Many women have noticed how skillfully I inserted those sexual 
signals in the selection of videos. Yes, as I look back from Meditation 
and then reviewed – yes, surprising well done .. I literally did not 
consciously think beyond wanting something that 'Stirs the Juices' to 
keep Focus on this for Service.
Ask and God provides.
.
For those not able to understand, here is an Over-the-Top example. 
Enjoy., 
.
“Henry Vth Wooing of Katherine part 1”
by/under Bill Kirk 
https://youtu.be/pX-7UJpeXLI
{DropBox saved}
.
.
“Henry the Vth Wooing of Katherine part 2”
by/under Bill Kirk 
https://youtu.be/I_rKALYk6lM
{DropBox saved}
.
.
.. what to say?
Some women like such out-in-open and Bold, and some are 
suspicious of subtle contrived directed manipulations - so this is also 

https://youtu.be/pX-7UJpeXLI
https://youtu.be/I_rKALYk6lM


suspicious of subtle contrived directed manipulations - so this is also 
for them.

.

.

.
Oh, I wanted to mention something related to some aspect of where I 
was hoping for this to go but have lost the connections .. the Muting 
of John the Baptist's Father by the Angle – for the 'crime' of unFaith. 
Do you not think that was such a Blessing? 
.
Was his – and many many others – Faith increased through it?
.
Yet, Holy Maiden Mary was not treated so by ArchAngel Saint Gabriel. 
Besides knowing their True State of Being, was there a difference 
which cause the Demonstration? To Increase his Faith.
.
.
.
May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures, and 
future Multiverse Pasts.]
.
.
.
.
I suppose – from yesterday's post – to be clearer in my implied 
Assertion. 
.
Where corporations have gone beyond having Legal Personhood. 
Becoming Super-Persons, a kind of Royal Personhood given the 
Power and Immunities.
(Being Incorporated with Holiness status – like Holy Human Dignity 
and Being.)
.
They have now the extra Abilities that are not always Codified – 
except as warping of Natural  Law.
They have been given Womanhood's Legal and Other Privileges.
.
Where a Nation could be considered Male, corporation is Female.
Complete with the ability and acceptance of Crimes, hidden 
manipulations, and benefits, and are clearly an Evil. Where Nation is 
semi-Royal with the mutual obligations and responsibilities to 
Subjects and other Nations – as a Man is too Family and 
Neighborhood.
What is corporation then? Besides Hyper-powerful Witches – slimy 
lying vile vicious Vagina-god Satan Worshiping anti-Logos destructive 
Sin-pushing Nightmares from Hell, Demon-Spawn Called by Witches 
– Dragons and Monsters in and under a person's disguise.
.
Like most of social, family, life's problems will never be understood or 
fixed without seeing the similar issues of womanhood – no larger 
problem of any shape will be understood of fix without this 
perspective. And any temporary attempts will at best only seem to 
help – but will Always be towards Satanic Goals.
.
Saint George – Pray for Us!
.
.
.
.
.
More opportunity to Display to the World that God Cares about His 
Church!
.
Is this the kind of man you want to raise, or to have a family with? 
Does such Raise his Continence and Status?
.
“The Luciferian Eclipse Of The Catholic Church | Archbishop Vigano”
by Return To Tradition 
https://youtu.be/xcfdKukK80k
{DropBox saved}
.
.
.. sources, ..
.
https://returntotradition.org/the-luciferian-eclipse-of...
[ https://returntotradition. org/the-luciferian-eclipse-of-the-catholic-
church-archbishop-vigano]
Archived: https://archive.ph/W5txm
.
“Abp. Viganò: The post-Vatican II church has almost entirely eclipsed 
the Church of Christ”
by LifeSiteNews, 27 Oct 2022 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/.../abp-vigano-the-post...
[ https://www.lifesitenews. com/opinion/abp-vigano-the-post-vatican-
ii-church-has-almost-entirely-eclipsed-the-church-of-christ]
Archived: https://archive.ph/oN7X6
{DropBox saved}
.
.
.
.
“Elon Meltdowns Just Getting Started Now That He's in Full Control of 
Twitter!”
by Mark Dice Mark Dice 
https://youtu.be/jAWfZcD5nv0
https://www.bitchute.com/video/jAWfZcD5nv0
{DropBox saved}
.
.
.
.
.
.
“The Consortium Imposing the Growing Censorship Regime -- and 
Our New Live, Prime-Time Rumble Program”
by Glenn Greenwald, 28 October 2022 
https://greenwald.substack.com/.../the-consortium...
[ https://greenwald. substack.com/p/the-consortium-imposing-the-
growing]
Archived: https://archive.ph/4z7l2
{DropBox saved}
-- 
.
.
.
.
Some more of these – you should pay attention. 
.
I have not fully watched and do not consider his point of view 100% - 
especially when connected to some issues, and the blindness towards 
the actual problems and the female-evil factors make certain aspects 
worst then useless, the overall aspect and his deep of knowledge 
should be respected, followed closely, and – and with care – acted on.
.
“Wicked Globalists Are Causing Starvation and Poverty Under the 
Guise of Environmentalism”
by Jordan B Peterson 
https://youtu.be/tF5spyudTYA
{DropBox saved}
.
.
.
.
Here he is again! Is that mustache even Bigger!? 
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Here he is again! Is that mustache even Bigger!? 
.

Previous ones – the parts I watched – did a good job of describing 
Demonology in Secular Terms.
Although he seems to be Poisoned in many respects – Feminism as 
something not Demonic Evil for example, like Peterson there is value 
here – and even if seeing something so well reasoned and presented, 
and examples of Tools we can apply in life with good results.
.
.. From video description - 'Every complex ecosystem evolves 
parasites. This niche is not absent from the ecosystems created by the 
intersubjective interaction between minds, but in the transition from 
older, traditional ontologies for understanding the mind and its 
relationship to reality to new, more “scientific” paradigms, we seem to 
have lost most of our ability to perceive and relate to the 
intersubjective phenomena our ancestors might have called 
“demons.” Evan returns to the Stoa for a 5-part series to discuss these 
phenomena, since their relevance in terms of our daily life experience 
and the generators of political conflict is becoming more obvious and 
relevant.'
.
“The Trolls Under the Bridge Part 4: A Taxonomy of Intersubjective 
Entities w/ Evan McMullen”
by The Stoa 
https://youtu.be/E_ELQuqCsVE
{DropBox saved}
.
.
.. This entire series YouTube PlayList location, ..
https://www.youtube.com/playlist...
.
.
.
.
Here is the video mentioned above in first section of post., ..
.
“Questions For A Man Not Invited To Gatherings - Volume 8”
by That Guy Pete You Refuse to Invite to Gatherings 
https://youtu.be/fRIXgXjOHEQ
{DropBox saved}
.
.
Time | Subject
0:00 Introduction 
3:07 Question 1 - Luxury Beliefs 
6:50 Question 2 - "Aliens" 
13:14 Question 3 - Pills IRL 
17:28 Question 4 - Automation In Accounting 
24:03 Question 5 - Male/Female Gaze And Oofy Doofy 
34:30 Question 6 - Reading List 
37:26 Question 7 - My Name And Putting Yourself Out There 
40:40 Question 8 - That Guy Pete Who IS Invited To Gatherings 
41:44 Question(?) 9 - Watchmen And Our Times 
45:00 Question 10 - True Love Or Illusion 
49:58 Question 11 - Dolls And Toys 
53:15 Question 12 - Attraction And Traffic 
59:50 Question 13 - If You Had A Girlfriend... 
1:03:24 Question 14 - A, B, Or C 
1:05:02 Question 15 - God, Dad, And "Your Type" 
1:12:59 Question 16 - Accounting 
1:21:39 Questions 17 - 23 - Musk, Peterson, Abortion, Destiny, Soy, 
School, Gen Z 
1:30:55 Question 24 - Depression, Cope, Life's Meaning? 
1:38:08 Question 25 - Been Outside The U.S.? Plan To? 
1:38:51 Question 26 - E-Sports And The Olympics 
1:40:30 Question 27 - Comparison, Stoicism, Cyberpunk, And Adams 
1:44:29 Question 28 - If You Were A Subfive 
1:50:11 Question 29 - Musical Tastes 
1:55:04 Question 30 - Marketplace Of Ideas 
1:58:10 Question 31 - Darkcel 
2:02:08 Question 32 - Legalization Of All Drugs Recreationally? 
2:03:36 Question 33 - Where Would You Vacation? 
2:05:08 Question 34 - Love? Understanding? Both? 
2:09:20 Closing
.
.
.
.
May God have Mercy on us all.
.
.
.
.
PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity,  ..
-- -- --
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0biKz9mm9uMXGUHhasX5UrTW9AeK56iriYzysj8gNtUt1aiPZz
RtMH2xh76Bu8FGrl  [Facebook’s disOrdering URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/by9r05p151kgaoz
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
695%20%2C%20October%2028th%2C%202022
%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1695]
Archived: https://archive.ph/zZ2sY
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/wbdhq4g8n0femtx
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201695%20%2C
%20October%2028th%2C%202022%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1432776719789461520
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109246661794398090
Archived: https://archive.ph/5ABR8
-
DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/.../88d...
/AABeIkYE0XN1E15zLemy44XTa
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/88d6me4lqpkl5n2
/AABeIkYE0XN1E15zLemy44XTa]
-
October 28th, 2022, Index Number 1695:
-- -- --
.
.
.
.
.
Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..
DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/.../x2o...
/AACoojtrHmnKwjwJatmjXSjca
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/x2os45qgyj0ou53
/AACoojtrHmnKwjwJatmjXSjca]
.
.
.
.
.
Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 
30September2022), 2 parts; the posts, comments, images, and more 
that are not yet Censored .. 

https://youtu.be/E_ELQuqCsVE
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https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
https://www.dropbox.
https://stevenwork
https://stevenwork
https://archive.ph/zZ2sY
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
https://www.dropbox.
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1432776719789461520
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109246661794398090
https://archive.ph/5ABR8
https://www.dropbox.com/.../88d...
https://www.dropbox.
https://www.dropbox.com/.../x2o...
https://www.dropbox.


https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/p1ncdq33jxngnai
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%2030%20sept%202022%201-2.zip]
https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...]
-- --
My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:
https://www.dropbox.com/.../6oe.../AACvQgrKTwu-XEjQdQ2ATbA-a
[ https://www.dropbox .com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a]
.
.
Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../937.../AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a
[ https://www.dropbox .com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a]
.
PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more) Facebook 
Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox directory here, ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../sdn.../AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa]
.
.
.
.
.
Links to this Post and others related:
{to be updated as they created}
-
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1696]
Archived: {to be added}
DropBox: {to be added}
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0uax7AjM1prL3vdX9XC7THzSmX5dCrhi2zwdPCJyR3XFmdQn
pneFx15sfm8x39LYwl [Facebook’s disOrdering URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: {to be added}

-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1433137933782618113
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109252359933691001
Archived: {to be added} 
-
DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/.../x2o...
/AACoojtrHmnKwjwJatmjXSjca
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/x2os45qgyj0ou53
/AACoojtrHmnKwjwJatmjXSjca]
.
.
[Spacer for PDF printing]
.
.
.
.
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